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Mission Statement

The International Journal of Economic Development (IJED) is a peer reviewed, online, open access journal that promotes high-quality usable research for public administrators and policy analysts in the following areas: development economics, political economy, poverty and inequality, state and local government, environmental policy, sustainable economic development, health care policy, and legal economic analysis.

IJED emphasizes a comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to research in economic development issues from both theoretical and applied fields within the disciplines of law, public policy, and public administration.

IJED offers an academic venue for students, researchers, and practitioners, to analyze and evaluate major policy and managerial issues related to economic development at all levels of government.

IJED will analyze the causes and effects of systemic inequality with special attention given to structural inequality as it impacts issues of race, ethnicity, gender, social class, and ideology.

IJED focuses on both public sector economic analysis and on private, nonprofit, and non-governmental organizations.

IJED will publish manuscripts two times a year, in the fall and spring.
Call for Papers

*The IJED is inviting authors to submit manuscripts for publication.*

Submission Guidelines

IJED manuscripts can be submitted by email directly to the editor as Microsoft Word documents: Edward J. Martin: edward.martin@csulb.edu

All manuscripts submitted for review should be double-spaced with standard fonts and margins, formatted according to APA 6th style guidelines. Tables, figures, and graphs should be inserted in the place they appear in the text rather than as an appendix. Author identifications must be removed from the manuscript before submission. A cover letter with author contact information should be attached as a separate file. Manuscripts should be approximately 25 pages in length.

For Publication Contracts see the Southern Public Administration Education Foundation (SPAEF) website.

**Manuscript Submission Date for Spring Publications:** Monday, March 20, 2017

**Publication Date:** Monday, May 1, 2017